Plate

The Plate is a refined table appropriate for dining or as a
work surface.
The solid construction and restrained styling makes it complimentary to any set of chairs. The exposed aluminum plate
that connects the leg to the surface, at once expresses the
tables construction while becoming its defining characteristic.
The Plate is available as a square and rectangular table in a
variety of wood veneers.

Plate Square PLA100
L 100cm D 100cm H 73cm / L 39½” D 39½” H 28¾"

Plate Rectangular PLA180
L 180cm D 90cm H 73cm / L 70¾” D 35½” H 28¾"

Grey Oak (GK) / White Oak (K) / Walnut (W) / Wenge (W) / Maple (M)

The Plate table is a combination of solid wood, core panel
construction and veneers. The core panel construction ensures increased structural stability with low weight through
a process of heat fusion of panels to substrate for a permanent bond.

ing imbedded steel hardware and enlarges the surface area
of leg. The result is a strong connection and a sturdier table.
A metal torsion bar mounted to the underside of the table
guards against heavy loads in the centre of the surface.

The finish is made up of select solid wood and veneers that
are carefully matched, sliced and stitched together for harmonious pattern and consistent colouration. The edge grain
of the wood follows the direction of panels, and a clear lacquer coat protects the veneer from daily use, enhancing the
natural colours and patterns of select species.
The legs consist of a hardwood core that is permanently
fused to a veneer through heat and pressure, ensuring a
fool-proof bond. A metal plate connects the leg to table us-
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